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1. Marriage in Islam ________________.

A assumes a very high position

B is pleasure of the flesh 

C goes against the austerity a Muslim should live

2. In Islam, marriage is legally ________________.

A left to the customs

B well explained in the Qur'an and Sunnah

C left to the discretion of the parents

CHOOSE THE
CORRECT ANSWER
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3. Muslims are supposed to marry religious women
 ________________.

A no matter how good or bad they are

B after having full knowledge of them

C without seeing them before marriage

4. It is not permitted to ________ a girl before marriage.

A talk to

B do anything for sexual pleasure with

C publicly be with
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5. As regards marriage, Islam

A Stipulates no conditions

B Allows people to marry even when marriage is
unwholesome for them

C Allows one to marry once one has the physical and 
financial capability 
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MATCH COLUMN A
WITH COLUMN B
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1. Beneficial knowledge A. Prays for the parents 

2. A righteous son B. A male close relative whom a girl
 is not allowed legally to marry

C. Becomes eternal when shared

D. Being alone

E. Consultation

3. Khulwah

4. Istisharah

5. Mahram

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

COLUMN A COLUMN B
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STATE WHETHER THE FOLLOWING
STATEMENTS ARE TRUE OR FALSE:
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1 Touching the girl before marriage is Haraam. 
_______________

2 Islam recommends that one should see the girl before 
choosing her as a wife. _______________

3 A husband should be physically fit for marriage. 
_______________

4 The success of marriage depends on pre-marital love. 
_______________

5 In Islam, you can marry a girl based solely on the
parents' consent. _______________
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1. On the basis of one's intention, ________________.

A acts of worship are differentiated from daily routines

B lawful is distinguished from unlawful

C legal verdicts are determined

2. You should marry 

A Once you become of age

B Once you can afford it

C In any age you wish

CHOOSE THE
CORRECT ANSWER
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4. Those who are financially incapable of marrying 

A Should fast

B Can have relations with girls without intercourse

B Weakens one's faith as it is corporeal pleasure

C Is rewarded by Allah since it is legal

C Masturbate
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3. Having intimate relations with one's wife

A Is something natural that does not have any
religious value



5. Clear-cut scriptural texts

A Can be substituted with culture

B Can be modified to fit in the local customs

C Have precedence over everything else
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MATCH COLUMN A
WITH COLUMN B

1. Istikharah A. Purification

2. Khuluq B. Determination

C. Praying Allah to choose for you

D. Moral conduct

E. Recommended
 before intercourse 

3. Du'a

4. 'Azm

5. Zakaah

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

COLUMN A COLUMN B
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STATE WHETHER THE FOLLOWING
STATEMENTS ARE TRUE OR FALSE:

1 The Prophet (pbuh) made the family the stick 
measure for one's moral conduct. _______________

2 You should only marry the girl who has all the qualities 
you love. _______________

3 Finding the right husband for one's daughter is rewarded 
by Allah. _______________

4 Salaah enhances one's goodness. _______________

5 Zakaah purifies one's soul. _______________
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1. The act that Satan loves most is

A Mingling with the opposite sex

B Getting a wife divorced

C Causing people to fight

2. Marriage secures _______ of your faith

A 54 percent

B 55 percent

C 50 percent

CHOOSE THE
CORRECT ANSWER
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4. While considering to marry a girl, the first thing to
 look for is

A her faith

B her beauty

C her trustworthiness
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3. What breaks marriages is mostly

A The financial factor

B The absence of love

C The absence of children



5. Most sins which cause one to go to the Hellfire are
 committed with

A The tongue only

B The sex organs only

C The tongue and the sex organs
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MATCH COLUMN A
WITH COLUMN B

1. Fasting A. The best in treating the wife

2. The best man B. Till 

C. Good moral conduct

D. Suppresses the sexual desire

E. Charity whose rewards continue
 until the Day of Judgement 

3. Sadaqatun Jaariyah

4. Wife

5. The fruit of worship

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

COLUMN A COLUMN B
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STATE WHETHER THE FOLLOWING
STATEMENTS ARE TRUE OR FALSE:

1 The husband should seek means for financial betterment. 
_______________

2 The would-be wife's fertility is unpredictable and there-
fore one should ignore it. _______________

3 Looking at girls is not allowed in Islam and therefore,
one should not seek to see the girl before marriage. 
_______________

4 It is never permissible in Islam to expose the shortcoming 
of others. _______________

5 Islam always rejects it as a trait of pessimism to
stop a project just because everything goes bad from 
the beginning. _______________
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